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FAST RELIABLE 'P2' WORKFLOW ENSURES THE 
CAPTURE OF HIGH-SPEED SPORTING MOMENTS 

Hayfisher, one of the UK's leading independent film and television 
production houses, is committed to providing its customers with the most 
creative and cost effective solutions for a range of film and broadcasting 
requirements. Specialising in live event television broadcasting, 
Hayfisher has provided thousands of hours of predominantly motorsport 
programming since its 1979 founding. The skills, accuracy and expertise 
required to capture high-speed motor racing action mean the organisation 
has a culture of high professionalism and suppliers such as Top-Teks and 
Panasonic mirror this.

Started as a family business in 1921, Hayfisher have always acquired 
state-of-the-art equipment which delivers the very highest quality of 
broadcasting content. Through meticulous quality control, Hayfisher has 
established and maintained long and close working relations with 
television broadcasters including the Channel 4, ITV and Sky.

The relationship with Top-Teks and Panasonic originally started when 
Hayfisher, one of the first production houses to adopt the Panasonic 
proprietary, 1997 launched DVCPRO50 video encoding. DVCPRO50 was an 
innovative coding scheme which doubled available coded video data 
rates. Later Hayfisher migrated to a P2 production workflow and 
throughout these developments, Panasonic and Top-Teks demonstrated 
strong commitment to Hayfisher's needs; "We have a first class working 
relationship which I believe has been of benefit to both parties and I 
genuinely think it will continue this way," explains Richard Hay, Director 
at Hayfisher.

Hayfisher initially starting with DVCPRO50 cameras, Hayfisher later 
acquired ten AJ-HPX2100 cameras which proved highly reliable for their 
purpose and more recently ten AJ-HPX3100 cameras were purchased. As 
a result, both the speed and flexibility of workflow and quality of content 
has improved with Panasonic equipment being used for both live and post 
production. 

The outcome for Hayfisher was exceptional; "With 17 professional 
broadcast cameras, 225 cards, 5 card readers, a laptop, 2 HPG 24's and a 
couple of P2 gears, we work with quite a lot of P2 equipment. I'm very 
pleased with how it has performed to date and I truly value the support 
from Panasonic. On the very rare occasions when there has been a 
problem the warranty system has proved outstanding," explained Richard 
Hay.

Having experienced the superb level of service and support from Top-Teks 
and the quality, reliability and efficiency of Panasonic, today Hayfisher is 
set to continue producing the UK's fast action sporting favourites with P2 
at the very heart of its operations.
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